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CAMIO:
Catalog of Art Museum Images Online
Digital versions of fine and decorative art from
leading museums around the world.

Contents:

Tips:

Contains about 95,000 works of fine and
decorative art from leading museums around
the world. The scope of the collection ranges
from 3000 BCE to the present, representing
premiere examples of Asian, African, Latin
American and Western art. Difficult-to-find
contemporary art is one of its strengths.

1. From the Browse link in the upper right corner, you
can view the works of art by contributing museum
or by work type (photographs, prints, sculpture,
etc.).
2. Any work in CAMIO can be added to your Favorites
for viewing, e-mailing, saving to your local
computer, or posting to Web sites. You can add
works to your Favorites when you view a results list
or a work. Click View Favorites at the top of any
CAMIO page to go to the Favorites page to view or
manage your Favorites. You can have up to 100
works in your Favorites.
3. Use * (truncation) to search for terms with similar
spelling. For example:
Type japan* to find “Japan” and “Japanese.”
Type painting* to find “painting” and “paintings.”
Type 177* to find “1770,” “1771,” “1772,” etc.
4. From the Advanced Search screen you can target
your search to specific fields of item description,
search specific museums, search an exact phrase,
and search for words in proximity to each other.
5. Exclude “and,” “or,” and “not” from your search
words. Searches that include these words find no
results. Don’t use punctuation in your searches.
6. You can view your search results in a List View or in
Thumbnails. In the list view, click a column heading
to sort the list results by that column; click the
heading again to reverse the sort order. In the
thumbnails view, click a Sort link to sort the results
by that data.
7. Multiple images are available for some items. Use
the “previous” and “next” links in the upper right
corner to change images.

The content includes high-resolution images of
photographs, paintings, sculpture, decorative
and utilitarian objects, prints, drawings and
watercolors, jewelry and costumes, textiles,
books, installations, and architecture—plus
audio-video and mixed media.
Features of the interface include downloading
high-resolution images, the ability to e-mail
images and descriptions for further study, and
fast, powerful searching.
All content is rights-cleared for educational use.

To connect to CAMIO:
1. Go to http://www.knoxlib.org
2. Search “camio” in the search box.
Find more resources in the subject guides:
Explore the collection  Subject guides  Arts
and literature  Art and architecture
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